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B.Tech.(CE) (2011 Onwards)     (Sem.–4) 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS – I 

Subject Code : BTCE-406 
Paper ID : [A1176] 

Time : 3 Hrs.                                                                      Max. Marks : 60 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES : 
 1. SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 

each. 
 2. SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to attempt any FOUR questions. 
 3. SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 

have to attempt any TWO questions. 
    

SECTION-A 

1. Answer briefly : 

  a) Differentiate between determinate and unstable structures with example. 

  b) Explain the significance of influence line diagram. 

  c) Explain the Maxwell’s law of reciprocal deflection. 

  d) When does Macaulay’s method is preferred over double integration method? 

  e) How many types of stiffening girders are provided in suspension bridge? Also, explain 
its significance. 

  f) Discuss the concept of virtual work. 

  g) What is the limit of eccentricity for no tension criteria in the section? 

  h) When several point loads are moving on a beam, what is the condition for maximum 
bending moment? 

  i) Find the value of maximum B.M and S.F for a cantilever beam of span 8 m subjected to 
two point load; P1 = 5kN at middle of the span and P2 = 8kN at free end of the beam. 

  j) Write down the expression used to find deflection in a pin connected members. Also, 
signify each notation. 
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SECTION-B 

2. Determine the rotation at A and deflection at C in the overhanging beam shown in Fig. (1) 
by any method. 

 

Fig. 1 

3. A three hinged parabolic arch hinged at the supports and at the crown has a span of 26m 
and a central rise of 6m. It carries a concentrated load of 55kN at 8 m from the left support 
and a udl of 25 kN/m over the right half portion. Determine the maximum moment for the 
arch. 

4. A beam ACB, 8m long is fixed at A and is simply supported at B, and is provided with an 
internal hinge at C, 4m from A. Draw influence line diagrams for the followings : 

  a) Reaction at A and B.  

  b) B.M at A.  

  c) B.M at middle point of AC. 

5. A masonry dam trapezoidal in section is 1.2 m wide at top and 3 m wide at the base. It 
retains water level with the top of the dam. The face of the dam which is in contact with 
water is vertical. Calculate the height of the dam so that there is no tension at the base. 
Take masonry weight as 19620 N/m3 and water weight as 9810 N/m3. 

6. Find the slope and deflection at free end B of the cantilever beam as shown in Fig. (2) by 
using moment area method. Take E=2 × 105 N/mm2 and I = 250 × 106 mm4. 

 

Fig. 2 
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SECTION-C 

7. A suspension bridge of span 118 m has two three hinged stiffening girders supported by 
two cables having a central dip of 12m. Deed load on the bridge is 5.2KN/m2 and live load 
is 10KN/m2 having span 20m. Determine the shear force and bending moment at 50m and 
75m from the left end when the leading edge of live load is just at the centre. Take width of 
roadway is 8m. Also find the maximum tension in cable and draw B.M.D for the bridge. 

8. A train of wheel loads as shown in Fig. (3) crosses a girder of 25 m span with 120 kN load 
leading. Determine the value of : 

  a) Maximum bending moment at the section 8m from the left end of the girder.  

  b) Absolute maximum bending moment of the girder. 

 

Fig. 3 

9. Find the horizontal deflection of joint C of the truss shown in Fig. (4). The cross sectional 
area of members CD and DE are 2500 mm2 and those of the rest members are each 1250 
mm2. Take E= 200 kN/mm2. 

 

Fig. 4 
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